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Abstract
This thesis examines a specific problem of governor control on a set of hydroelectric 
turbines that suffer from severe wicket gate leakage. Linear modeling and the steady state 
behavior of each turbine is investigated and used to determine the best means of speed 
control. Findings show that a secondary water control device may be used with the 
wicket gates to alleviate the effects o f leakage while the generator is disconnected from 
the transmission system. The control method results in two distinct modes of turbine 
operation, with each having significantly different dynamic characteristics.
A digital speed droop governor scheme is considered in a gain scheduling arrangement to 
account for the two operating modes. The stability boundaries of the governor parameters 
are investigated, and an output feedback cost minimization algorithm is used for 
obtaining controller gains. An outline of the software used to implement the governor on 
an industrial programmable controller is presented, and the experimental performance for 
the turbines is compared to the theoretically developed model.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Kakabeka Falls GS is a small hydro-electric generating station situated on the 
Kaministiquia river approximately 20km west of Thunder Bay, Ontario. The plant is 
owned and operated by Ontario Power Generation, and is one of the oldest stations of its 
type in the province. Construction of the plant began in the late 1800’s and was complete 
by 1904, during the early stages of Ontario’s electrification.
Although the plant is nearing its lOO"* year of service, frequent capital reinvestment has 
allowed the facility to keep pace with modem electrical generating stations. In 1998 a 
new plant automation system was installed, to facilitate remote control and monitoring. 
Before this time, many o f the critical plant operations were done manually by a plant 
operator. With the newly installed equipment, Ontario Power Generation hoped to 
perform the following plant operations from its central operating & maintenance facility:
•  Automatic unit start-up and shutdown of the generators.
•  Automatic generator synchronisation to the power system.
•  Automatic control of electrical power production and water usage.
The automation system installed at the plant is based on the Modicon “Quantum” family 
of programmable logic controllers (PLC). A system of this type was chosen because it is 
adaptable to many industrial applications, it can handle a large number of field wired I/O 
signals, and it allows the end user to tailor fit the software logic to specific design 
requirements.
This thesis deals primarily with one challenging aspect of the station automation: the design 
a digital governor control algorithm for implementation on the PLC. The success of the 
entire project hinged on the ability of tte  control system to provide adequate speed 
re la tio n  of the generating units. Although this is a straightforward task at typical hydro
1
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generating stations, problems unique to Kakabeka required further review of the feasibility 
and design of this control function.
In this chapter an overview o f the plant equipment and operation is given, along with the 
conditions that make the task of speed governing at Kakabeka unique. In Chapter 2, a 
linear model is formulated for each of the plant generating units. Steady state turbine 
behavior is investigated and used to determine the best means of operation. The chosen 
feedback control structure used for speed governing is set out in Chapter 3. Tuning 
parameters are derived based upon the stability boundaries of the closed loop system, and 
the governor control algorithm and experimemal data are presented, to support the 
theoretical development.
1.2 Plant Electrical System
Kakabeka Generating Station contains four horizontally mounted synchronous generators 
(see Figure l- l)  each connected to a Francis water-wheel turbine. Generators I through 3 
are equivalent in size and rating, while generator 4 is slightly larger in capacity. Each of 
these units has a power transformer connected directly to the stator windings. The 
transformers are configured in a Delta Y-Ground arrangement and provide voltage step- 
up from 4kV at the generators, to the 2S.0kV distribution bus. Power from the plant is 
transferred to the Ontario’s bulk electrical system via two 25.0kV feeders.
A number of oil-filled circuit breakers provide switching and fault isolation for the 
generators and distribution feeders. The generator breakers are used primarily for 
synchronizing and removal of individual generating units from the power system. 
However, they also provide isolation in the event of an electrical fault. The line breakers 
are used to isolate the plant from the power system in the event of a feeder or station bus 
fault, and also serve as isolation points o f electrical equipment when routine maintenance 
is performed. Fault detection on the various pieces of electrical apparatus is achieved 
with high-speed protective relaying schemes located within the plant.
2
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Figure 1-1 Kakabeka GS Electrical Overview
1.3 Water Conveyance System
Kakabeka generating station is a “run of the river” type hydro plant; A dam located in a 
section of the Kaministiquia River forms a small head pond to facilitate plant operation. 
The term “run of the river” is used because the plant water consumption must closely 
match river flows at all times, in order to maintain sufficient water level for operation.
The major element in the water conveyance system is a 2km long aqueduct, which is used 
to bridge most of the gap between the dam, and the powerhouse (See Figure 1-2). This 
single buried concrete pipe is 5 meters in diameter and can transport up to 54 cubic 
meters of water a second from the dam to the surge tank. The surge tank acts as a relief 
point in the water system, absorbing any pressure fluctuations resulting from changes in 
water flow. Four penstocks carry water from the surge tank to the water-wheel turbines 
located in the powerhouse. The penstocks are constructed o f riveted steel and are 
supported by a number of concrete saddles at ground level. The fourth penstock is 
somewhat larger in diameter than the first three in order to meet the water requirements 
of the largest generating unit. The turbines are dual impeller Francis type units, all with 
horizontal drive shafts and horsepower ratings to match the coupled synchronous
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
machines. The turbines are physically mounted on top of the concrete foundation and 
have large exposed cast iron scroll cases that sit above the power house floor.
Three elements help to control the flow of water through the plant: The headgates located 
at the dam intake, the butterfly valves located in each penstock, and the turbine wicket 
gates. Both the headgates and the butterfly valves are operated with the aid of electric 
motors, while the wicket gates move with the aid of a high-pressure hydraulic oil system. 
During normal plant operation the butterfly valves remain fülly open on all functioning 
generators; the only time these devices change position is during generator startup and 
shut down. The wicket gates are used to regulate generated power, and are used as the 
primary control element for speed regulation. At typical hydro plants headgates are 
normally used for water system isolation following a plant shut down; otherwise they 
remain flilly open at all times. At Kakabeka, the head gates are used continuously to 
throttle or restrict the amount of water entering the Aqueduct. This operation is necessary 
because the maximum permissible water level in the surge tank is less than the nominal 
head pond level. Without the water losses introduced by the head gates, the plant surge 
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Figure 1-2 Water Conveyance System
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A bypass valve on each unit is used to divert water from the base of the penstock to the 
draft tube. The purpose of these devices is to protect the turbine scroll case and penstock 
from damaging water hanuner effects that can occur with rapid turbine shutdown. On 
generating units 1,2 and 3 these valves are mechanically coupled to the wicket gates and 
are forced open when the wicket gates approach there frilly closed position. On generator 
4 the bypass valve is connected to the wicket gates through a dashpot and spring 
mechanism. The bypass valve opens whenever the wicket gates move rapidly towards 
closure.
1.4 Plant Control and the need for Governing




Speed regulation of the generator for synchronizing when the unit is 
disconnected from a power system.
Stable load regulation via the wicket gates, while the generator is connected to 
the power system.
Frequency stabilization during power system disturbances.
Electromechanical governor systems are common in older stations, while newer plants or 
refurbished plants are now using digital governor systems for better performance and 
reduced maintenance. In both cases, these systems use wicket gate position and speed 
sensing feedback signals to drive a wicket gate actuator, in order to maintain unit speed 
and load at some desired level. The actuators are typically high-pressure hydraulic 
systems utilizing electrically controlled pilot valves, however servomotors are also 
utilized on smaller units.
While synchronizing, the governor must be capable of matching the generator’s speed to 
that of the power system so that the slip-rate between the two systems is minimized. With 
minimal slip, the timing for the generator breaker to close at a zero phase angle crossing 
becomes less critical, and the power that is transmitted or taken from the system when the 
rotor is pulled into synchronism is minimized. When the generator is connected to the 
power system, the governor normally provides a means of controlling the wicket gates so 
that the amount of generated power may be regulated. However, during power system 
disturbances the governor will readjust gate position in an effort to correct frequency 
error.
The dynamic modeling of hydro plants and design of governor systems has been studied 
a great deal, and for a long time. Many technical publications may be found which 
discuss the various aspects of this subject. The most notable work on modeling may be 
found in reference [2]. This paper gives a very detailed sununary of the dynamic 
equations that may be used to model a hydro plant, and experimental test data is provided 
to assess the suitability o f the models presented. More recently, IEEE committee reports 
given in references [3] and [4] summarize the generally accepted techniques for both 
modeling and governor control of hydroelectric generation. Likewise, many methods of 
control have been devised. Speed droop and PID type governor systems are commonly
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used in hydro plants and are prevalent in literature [4, S, 10]. More recent publications 
site methods such as gain scheduling [11], adaptive control [12, 13] as well as H» control 
techniques [14] for governing hydro turbines.
Standard speed governing procedures are not directly applicable to the Kakabeka plant 
under all operating conditions because of severe wicket gate leakage. When the 
Kakabeka generating units are connected to the grid system, their behavior is not unlike 
units at other hydro plants, however, when they are disconnected from the power system 
in an off-line mode of operation, speed governing is hampered. The residual flow of 
water that occurs with the gates are fully closed, causes each unit to spin above rated 
speed if unsynchronized from the power system. The leakage problem is partially due to 
the design of the turbines and partially because of the age of the plant.
Each of the turbines is composed of twin scroll cases and runners with a common draft 
tube. The scroll cases are divided into two parts along the horizontal centerline. The 
bottom section of the scroll case is affixed to the concrete foundation of the plant atop of 
the penstock opening. The top section of the scroll case is joined to the bottom by means 
of large machine bolts. A T-shaped draft tube sits between each of the scroll cases, and is 
independently affixed to the concrete foundation. A set of head covers encloses the 
runners, and provides a seal between each o f the scroll cases and the draft tube flanges.
The head covers partially support the wicket gates, and also house some components of 
the wicket gate assembly. Each gate is supported at one end by a stub shaft that passes 
through the head cover and at the other by a “blind end” bushing in the back of the scroll 
case. Each of the stub shafts is coimected to a common actuator ring by a number of gate 
arms. The gates are set in motion by way of a hydraulic cylinder, which rotates the 
actuator ring (see Figure 1-3).
The relative position between the draft tube and the bottom of the scroll cases has shifted 
over time due to movements in the concrete foundation. As such, the alignment of the 
head covers between the draft tube and the bottom of each scroll case is poor. Some of 
the gates are "tipped" in relation to the blind end bushing of the scroll case, and the heel 
and toe clearances of the wicket gates are affected. Efforts made to improve alignment 
during turbine maintenance have proved fruitless, as it has been found that the scroll 
cases actually move slightly between the pressurized and non-pressurized state. Any 
adjustment made to the turbine assembly while in the de-watered state, change when the 
tuÂine is placed back in service.
To compound the alignment problem, the gate arms are not designed with any adjustable 
linkage or shear mechanism; the stub shafts are simply keyed to the gate arm. Quite often 
the gates are forced closed on debris from the riverbed that has found its way into the 
penstock. Force from the hydraulic cylinder causes the stub shafts to twist slightly, and 
over time repeated stress on the gate shafts results in poor gate shut off. The lack of 
adjustable gate linkage hampers any effort to make gate adjustments, except during major 
overhauls when re-keying of the gate stubs is possible.






Figure 1-3 Turbine Assembly
The original mechanical governors installed during the plant’s inception were removed 
from service in the 1980’s when the leakage problem made off-line speed governing of 
the generators impossible. At the time, Ontario Power Generation (then Ontario Hydro) 
decided that it would be prohibitively expensive to refurbish and align bore all o f the 
wicket gates as well as change the linkage design. From then on, a somewhat 
unconventional operating procedure was adopted.
The penstock butterfly valve upstream of each turbine was used as a throttling device 
during unit startup. A plant operator would manually adjust both the butterfly valve 
position and wicket gate position to achieve synchronous speed. With the aid of a 
synchroscope, the plant operator would close the unit breaker and then completely open 
the butterfly valve. The butterfly valve throttling effectively reduced the available head at 
the turbine so that lower unit speeds were achievable. Although motorized, the butterfly 
valve could not completely replace the function of the wicket gates because of its slow 
operating speed.
Under normal operation, the large power system to which Kakabeka was connected 
would regulate each turbine’s speed while online: The wicket gates were used strictly for
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
the control of generated power. The risk however was that a system disturbance might 
create an islanding condition, leaving Kakabeka connected to an isolated customer load. 
The lack o f speed governing would result in a dangerous over-speed condition and 
possible customer equipment damage. To circumvent this problem additional over and 
under speed protection was installed at the plant, so that the generators would be shut 
down and isolated from the power system during minor frequency disturbances. Although 
the scheme provided adequate speed protection and it allowed the generators to function 
in the same manner as other plants, the units were not able to contribute to power system 
stability during load disturbances. Furthermore, the plant often required time consuming 
generator restarts when these events occurred.
1.5 Problem Statemeot
At present, the turbines are at the halfway point in a planned major maintenance cycle of 
30 years. It is likely that that the issue of wicket gate refurbishment will be revisited, 
however this will not be for some time to come. The costs associated with turbine 
refurbishment are also far beyond the budgeted dollars for the plant automation project.
The challenge at hand is to utilize the newly installed plant programmable controller to 
achieve automatic startup and synchronization of the generating units. The “automatic” 
control strategy implemented will have to be similar to the one previously used because 
of the gate leakage; both the wicket gates and butterfly valve will have to be operated to 
accomplish off-line speed regulation. Startups must be fast so that extra generation may 
be called upon in a minimal amount of time, and the off-line speed regulation must be 
good so that synchronization is smooth and non-impactive to the generator or the power 
system. Any closed loop control that is used must be simple and robust so that technical 
support staff can comprehend and maintain the system, but will not be unduly burdened 
with frequent “tuning”.
Further improvements that are to be considered in the design are a limited degree of on­
line speed regulation. Although the gate leakage makes it impossible to achieve speed 
control in the event of a frill load rejection, and the over speed protection described above 
will still be required, less severe power system disturbances should be matched with an 
appropriate amount of prime mover power. In this way the plant as a whole will 
contribute positively to the overall power system stability.
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Chapter 2 
Linear Modeling of Hydro Generators
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter a linear model will be formulated for the Kakabeka Generating Units. The 
model will be based on the generally accepted techniques found in various references [2, 
3,4, 5,7]. Any assumptions made in formulating or simplifying the model are stated, 
along with the circumstances under which the assumptions are valid.
The steady-state turbine behavior will be used to assess how the wicket gates and the 
butterfly valve should best be used for speed regulation off-line. Stable operating points 
will be selected for the off-line and on-line modes of operation to determine the values of 
the parameters in the linear model.
Unless otherwise stated, upper case variables will represent quantities in engineering 
units, and lower case variables will represent deviations from a steady state operating 
point in per unit form. Variables that define a steady state operating point will be denoted 
with a subscript *•’, and per-unit base quantities will be denoted with a subscript 'o'.
2.2 Penstock W iter Modeling
The modeling o f any hydro generating system begins with the study of water flow in the 
penstock, and the basis of a water model stems from a set of partial differential equations 
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A  D ,
With the variables defined as;
V -  fluid velocity (m/s)
H  -  Pressure head (m of water) 
p -  Fluid density (Kg/m^) 
g  -  Gravitational constant (9.81 N/Kg)
D -  Inside pipe diameter (m) 
e -  Pipe wall thickness (m)
E -  Young’s modulus for the pipe material (N/m^)
K  -  Bulk modulus of elasticity of the fluid (N/m^)
X - linear displacement along the pipe axis (m) 
t -  Time (s)
These equations describe the flow of a compressible liquid through an elastic pipe, with 
head loss due to friction neglected. In [1] a numerical method is given for performing 
time domain simulations of fluid flow.
In [2] it is shown that Equations (2.1) and (2.2) may be approximated by:
^ 2 (f) = sech(7^f)%^,(f)-Z tanh(7^j) g ;( j)  (2.3)
0 ,(j)  = cosh(7;s)Q j(j)+Y sinh(7;j)A /j(j) (2.4)
yja /g
Z =  I ^
^ a g - A
with assumptions on the initial conditions, and some partial derivatives taken as full 
derivatives.
The subscripts on Q and /T represent some fixed distance along a pipe axis. However, in 
the case of a penstock where the point of interest is the turbine, H3 and Q2 may be taken 
as the head and flow at the turbine, while Hi and Qi may be taken as the head and flow at 
the surge tank or water reservoir. I  is the axial distance along the penstock between the 
turbine and the water source and A is the internal cross section area of the penstock. T, is 
defined as the pipe elastic time and Z is defined as the pipe impedance, s  is the Laplace 
transform operator.
In [2] it is also shown that Equation (2.3) and (2.4) may be rewritten in variable sets of 
per-unit deviations from some nominal head Ho and flow Qo as follows:
Aj(j) = sech(r,x) 'A i(j)-Zo AajAi{T,s) q .^is)-k q^{s) (2.5)
10
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(f) = cosh(r.s)• ̂ 2 ( * ) + 4 - sinh(r,s) A W (2.6)
Zn =
_ Z Q ,
k = 2-c^]f3,\
Equation (2.5) also incorporates a head loss term k  that may be used to account for minor 
water losses in the penstock. The loss is assumed to be of the form H r c Ç ‘\0 1, which is 
standard for turbulent fluid flow in a pipe. The proportionality constant c  may be 
computed using the Darcy-Weisbach equation [1], or determined experimentally.
If the head iathe surge tank or water reservoir is assumed to remain relatively constant 
(hi=0) then Equation (2.5) may be rewritten as;
*his) = -Zg tanh(7^j)-A; (2.7)
This assumption is valid for most hydro plants with an appropriately sized surge tank, or 
a penstock that is directly connected to a large water reservoir. The transfer function of 
(2.7) encompasses the effects of pipe elasticity and water compressibility, which are 
significant with a long penstock and/or a high head plant. References to Equation (2.7) 
are common, and may be found in [2,4,5,6].
The hyperbolic term in (2.7) may be eliminated using a number of approximations so that 
the transfer function is of linear form for applications requiring control design [2,5,6]. 
The complexity of the approximation depends on the degree to which pipe elasticity and 
water compressibility are considered significant. A simple first order approximation 
suggested in [2] and [5] is
tanh(x) * X (2.8)
which, when substituted into (2.7), produces an interesting result. This has been noted in 
[5] but is included here for clarity.
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Equation (2.9) is Euler’s Equation for fluid flow in a pipe where the fluid is considered 
incompressible and the pipe walls inelastic [1]. The first order approximation has 
eliminated the traveling wave characteristics inherent to Equation (2.7)
For low to medium head applications, such as the Kakabeka plant, a first order 






The time constant is commonly referred to as the water starting time.
Often the effects of water losses are insignificant, and k is assumed to be zero. In the case 
of the Kakabeka Plant, water losses in the penstock may be neglected under normal 
operating conditions, but water losses incurred while the butterfly valve is at fixed partial 
opening during generator startup and synchronization can not be neglected. The water 
losses in this mode of operation are consequential and must be included in the penstock 
water model. The bu ttery  valve may be treated as a linear valve as opposed to an equal 
percentage valve, because it will remain in a fixed position, and because the range of 
positional movement that will be studied is small. The standard equation used to describe 
the head loss across a linear valve may be found in [8], as well as many fluid dynamics 
textbooks such as [1]:
Q -^bgb (2.12)
The fluid flow Q is considered to be proportional to the valve coefficient Cb, valve 
actuator position and the square root of the valve head loss Hb. To determine a value 
for the water loss constant k  in Equation (2.10), one may linearize Equation (2.12) with 
respect to g , at an appropriate operating point [IS].
3Q H,
(C ,g,Ÿ  H ,
(2.13)
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2.3 Turbine Modeling
The behavior of a hydraulic turbine is nonlinear in nature, with water head h, speed w, 
and wicket gate position gt all acting on the primary variables of flow q and mechanical 
torque m.
The linearized small signal model most often used to characterize turbine behavior for 






The partial derivatives au and agi are dependent on the turbine operating point, and may 
be extracted from manufacturer’s performance curves if such information is available. 
When not available, it is customary to linearize the equations for an ideal turbine to fit the 
small signal model of (2.14) and (2.15). No turbine information for the Kakabeka units 
was available and so the traditional ideal turbine model was adopted;
M = ypg f i . Q
fV
Q = C , g , ^
(2.16)
(2.17)
Equation (2.16) essentially states that the turbine converts water pov/er pgHrQ  to 
mechanical power Af W  with an efficiency o f y. Ht is the turbine water head, Q is volume 
of water flow. A/is the turbine torque, W the rotational speed, p  is the water density and g  
is the gravitational constant. All variables are shown in upper case to denote that they are 
in engineering quantities, and not per-unit quantities.
Equation (2.17) is not unlike (2.12) in that it describes the relationship between water 
flow Q and turbine head H  for a given wicket gate position. Since the wicket gates 
operate in a manner that is consistent with a linear valve, it is reasonable to assume that 
this relationship may be considered valid over most of the operating range of the gates.
Under the assumption that the turbine is operating at rated speed and that small changes 
in rotational speed have little effect on water flow, the partial derivatives of Equations





















«23=%q^—^ " 7 7 l
J_
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The numerical values of these constants will be discussed in Section 2.6. However, it is 
important to note here that when the operating point and the per-unit base quantities are 
both chosen the same, the turbine constants of a //=0.5, aj2=0, an=l, 0 2 1=1.5, 0 22=-1 and 
023=1 result. In many instances in the literature the assumption is also made that 
deviations in speed from the steady state operating point tend to be small, so that the 
interaction between torque and speed is negligible (0 2 2 =0 ). This is valid principally when 
the generator is connected to a power grid, since generator protection systems often 
incorporate under and over speed tripping elements, which only allow the turbine to 
operate within a narrow speed range (typically ± 10%). It is also worth noting that with 
these turbine parameters, and the penstock water dynamics of Equation (2.10), one may 
derive the classical water hammer formula often applied in hydro governing studies
[2,3,4,5].
2.4 Wicket Gate Actuator Modeling
Considerable force is required to move the turbine wicket gates, and so each turbine has a 
hydraulic cylinder, pump and reservoir to provide gate movement. The cylinder is 
mechanically coupled to the wicket gates, and forces the gates open or closed with linear 
shaft motion. The rate of flow of hydraulic fluid to and from the cylinder determines the 
rate at which the gates move and is regulated by an electrically controlled proportional 
valve. The proportional valve accepts a 4-20mA signal, and regulates the oil flow rate to
14
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the cylinder based upon the value of the input. Although the proportional valve does 
exhibit some dynamic properties of its own, the dominant dynamics occur at the 
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Figure 2-1 Wicket Gate actuator Dyuamics
The force-mass dynamics of the proportional valve spool movement is low pass in nature 
but has a time constant that is insignificant when compared to the time constant of the 
hydraulic cylinder; For this reason it has been neglected from the actuator model. 
Likewise, the pump dynamics have been neglected as testing has shown the supply side 
pressure at the proportional valve only deviates a small amount when the wicket gates are 
operated in an aggressive manner.
The deadband present in the proportional valve spool at the neutral position was found to 
be significant, so to cancel its adverse effects a nonlinear element was introduced into the 
PLC software. In software, a high gain was applied to the valve-input signal within the 
region of the deadband, while an effective gain of unity was appli^ to the signal 
elsewhere.
The dynamic model shown in Figure 2.1 was derived from the following equations, 
taking into account wicket gate leakage.
g ', ( 4  =
1 (2.18)
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= g ,'0  0 -g ,o ) + g,o (2.19)
0 < g , <1.0 
^1.0 
O ^g /^1 .0
- 1 .0  <Mg < + 1 .0
Equation (2.18) is the transfer function from the gate control signal Uc through to the 
observed wicket gate position g, '. Tg is the time for the gates to move from the fully 
closed position gt ‘=0.0, to the fully open position gt ’=1.0, with a control signal of unity 
applied. Equation (2.19) describes the actual turbine gate position, and is the sum of the 
wicket gate leakage gto and the observed gate position, scaled to adhere to the limits 
given above. *
The small signal model for the above, given a per-unit base of unity and assuming 
operation about a stable operating point is:
g ,(4  = —^  "c( 4  (2 .2 0 )
(l“ Zfo)
2.5 Generator Modeling
A simple mechanical model is usually sufficient to account for generator dynamics when 
considering governor design [2,4,9]. This is because the most severe of speed 
disturbances often come in the wake of a generator breaker trip, when the electrical 
system is separated from the generator stator. All power once being transferred into the 
connected electrical system is now directed towards accelerating the generator rotor, and 
the governor is called upon to reduce turbine power before dangerous over-speeds occur. 
So too one may argue that load changes made to a single generating unit connected to an 
electrical system with large amounts of generation and load will have little effect on the 
system frequency. For these reasons, a generator model like that o f Equation (2.21) which 
neglects the dynamics o f the interconnected electrical system is sufficient.
dW  1^  = (2.21) 
a t J
M  is the turbine torque, A/« is an opposing torque acting on the machine rotor, as a result 
o f the electrical power being produced, and /(is  the generator rotational losses caused by 
windage, bearing fiiction and field excitation. The rotational losses are assumed to be 
proportional to the turbine shaft speed. IKis the rotational speed o f the generator shaft, 
and y is the inertia o f the system.
16
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Assuming that the opposing electrical torque is constant. Equation (2.21) may be 
rewritten in small signal per unit form, for changes about a steady state operating point.






The transformation from the time domain to the Laplace domain has been performed 
assuming zero initial conditions. Further simplification is possible in most practical 
applications because the effects of rotational losses have little effect on shaft speed, due 
to the enormous amount inertia contained in the system, so it is customary to assume r«0 
[2,4,9].
2.6 System Transfer Function
The penstock water model given by Equation (2.10) may be combined with the turbine 
equations of (2.14) and (2.IS) to formulate a system the transfer function. The 
development begins by using Equation (2.10) to eliminate qt in Equation (2.14), making 
note that the turbine constant ai2 = 0.
= a„A (j)+a,3^,(s)
(2.23)
Now, the above equation may be substituted into (2. IS) to find an expression for turbine 
torque.
^ ( 4  =  ■ g ,  ( 5 ) + aaH>(3T)+ â g, ( j )
l+ a,,(r„s+ A )
The expression above for turbine torque above may be combine with the torque-speed 
transfer function of Equation (2.22) to find a single relationship for generator speed as a 
function of wicket gate position.
17
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w(j) = 1 023 + (̂ 23̂ 11 -  «21̂ 13 + *)
( r .f+ ^ )  1 l+a„(r^j+Ar)
( r . f + -  «22 K1 + « 1 1 ( r* f+ ^))
Finally, the gate actuator dynamics may be augmented to form a transfer function relating 
gate control input to generator speed using Equation (2.20).
„ ls ) .  - a : , » , ____________ „ W
(r„ j  t  r -«22 ) • (1 + a„ (r^5+^)) • r , J
(2.24)
Equation (2.24) may be further simplified to Equation (2.25) if the rotational losses are 
considered negligible, and the penstock butterfly valve is in the fully open position, so 
that water losses are also negligible.
wis) = —?? .u (j)
(rm f-a 22) ' 0 +a,,r„f)
(2.25)
2.7 Turbine Characteristics
As stated previously, the behavior of the Kakabeka units in an online mode of operation 
is the same as other hydro turbines; incremental increases in gate opening create a 
propoitionate amount a shaft torque. Under normal operating conditions the large 
interconnected power system maintains the unit speed so that increases in shaft torque 
result in a net increase in power output. The only adverse effect that the gate leakage has 
is a measurable but small positive power output when the wicket gates are fully closed. 
Only in an abnormal islanding condition, where the Kakabeka units may be left 
connected to a small isolated load, would the wicket gate leakage cause a possible speed- 
governing problem. Thus it is sufficient to use standard speed governing techniques on 
the units while online, with the provision that over-speed detection and tripping is 
present.
It is the off-line mode of operation that requires further investigation, since speed 
governing is impossible without the added use of the butterfly valve. To determine the 
best means of providing speed control with the wicket gates and the butterfly valve, one 
must investigate the steady-state relationship between unit speed, butterfly valve position, 
and wicket gate position. Simple fluid flow relationships may be used for the butterfly 
valve, wicket gates, and the turbine. In the following analysis, the turbine characteristics 
will be assumed ideal over the full operating range and the bypass valve neglected. Also, 
the assumption that the water is incompressible and the penstock inelastic will be used so
18
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that Euler’s equation for fluid flow in a conduit may be applied to account for the 
penstock behavior.
Under steady state conditions the differential elements with respect to time in Equations 
(2.10) and (2.21) may be set to zero so that:
M  = W R
(2.26)
(2.27)
To derive Equation (2.26). the variables of (2.10) expressed as per-unit deviations from a 
steady-state operating point have been substituted with engineering units, and the 
butterfly valve head loss assumed proportional to kq(t) has been replaced with the actual 
head loss Hb, expressed in meters of water. In Equation (2.21) the opposing electrical 
torque acting'on the rotor has been taken as since we are considering the off-line 
mode of operation only.
Equation (2.26) may be substituted into (2.12) and then combined with Equation (2.17) to 
express the turbine head as a function of gate/valve position and total available head:
_  (.^bSb)_____ u
' ( C ,f , ) :+ ( Q a ) :
(2.28)
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x = (c ,g ,r
Although it is not entirely obvious, IK in Equation (2.30) and (2.31) exhibits a maximum 
for a given wicket gate and butterfly valve position. If the turbine is to be controlled by 
fixing the butterfly valve at a partial opening, and the wicket gates are used to regulate 
speed, then the maximum speed achievable may be determined by differentiating W with 
respect to X.
_ fr fig  
dx [ R
1 1/2 ic H Y '* ic -2 x ) \
. 3 / 4 (c + x)7 /4
The maximum turbine speed is achieved when x=Vj.c or in more practical terms, when 
the turbine head is twice that of the butterfly valve head loss (Ht=2Hb). In terms o f gate 
position, the maximum speed occurs at;
(2.32)
Proof that this point is indeed a maximum and not a minimum, may be shown with the 
second derivative of W  with respect to x.
dx̂  1 / Î  J
( c # ) '" ( 4 x '- 4 x c - c : ) |
. 7 / 4 (c+x) 11/4
<0
The second derivative is less then zero at x=%c indicating that the point is a maximum.
Figure 2-2 shows the measured and theoretical steady-state turbine speed curves of the 
Kakabeka G1 unit. Note that the turbine exhibits a peak operating speed for a given set of 
wicket gate and butterfly valve openings: Similar results were obtained for the other 
turbines. Since no means of measuring penstock flow or turbine torque was available at 
the plant, the experiment data shown in Figure 2-2, and that collect^ from the other 
units, was used to compute the various unit constants as described below. These constants 
are summarized in Table 2-1.
20
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Figure 2-2 Steady State Turbine Characteristics
The full load penstock flow Q, the turbine power in megawatts, and efficiency y, given in 
Table 2-1 were taken from reference [17]. The turbine flow constant Q  was computed 
using Equation (2.17) assuming full load flow, a normal operating head, and a fully open 
butterfly valve. The butterfly valve coefficients were computed from Equation (2.32) 
based upon the peak operating points observed in the experimental data. As well, the 
rotational loss A c to rw a s  extracted from the operating data at the observed peak using 
Equation (2.30). The inertia 7  was determined experimentally by observing the time 
required for the turbine to reach 36.8% of rated speed following a unit shutdown. The 
measured time was taken to be 7/K as per Equation (2.21). The wicket gate leakage was 
estimated at 10% for all turbines based upon the residual power observed while the 
generator was connected to the power grid and the wicket gates were fully closed.
Discrepancies between the curves obtained experimentally and those defined by Equation
(2.31) are thought to be attributed mostly to non-ideal turbine behavior, and small 
inaccuracies in the computed constants. The throttling action of the butterfly valve can 
significantly reduce the effective turbine head and disrupt the water flow patterns at the 
turbine inlet; both o f which impact efficiency o f the conversion fix)m waterpower to 
mechanical power, and make the turbine behave in a non-ideal manner.
21
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61 11.03 5.12 0.88 1.50 Z85 94249 628.3
62 10.52 5.12 0.92 1.43 Z53 94240 628.3
63 11.03 5.12 0.88 1.50 Z85 94249 628.3
64 17.10 8.19 0.90 Z33 5.38 227736 1187.9
2.8 Operating Point Selection
Determining an on-line operating point is straightforward since consideration need not be 
given to the effects of wicket gate leakage. In the off-line mode, the steady state 
operating point is selected based upon the desired operating speed of 60Hz. It is evident 
from Figure 2.2 that two valid steady-state operating points will exist on the speed curves 
that intersect the 60Hz grid line. Curves falling short of this value hold no valid operating 
points. Likewise curves formed by larger butterfly valve opening will also not contain 
valid operating points. The wicket gate opening at the point of intersection for the 
theoretical curves may be determined by solving the following 3"* order polynomial 
derived from Equation (2.31):
jc = 0 (2.33)
Given the rated turbine speed W» specified in rad/sec of shaft speed, and the desired 
butterfly valve opening such that c  = (Ctgb*)', the steady state wicket gate opening gt* 
may be found by solving forx in Equation (2.33). From these three values, one may 
compute all the other pertinent steady-state operating parameters.
With the on-line and off-line operating points known, all of transfer function parameters 
contained in Equation (2.24) may be computed. Table 2-2 sununarizes the steady state 
operating points and the transfer function parameters for the four Kakabeka generating 
units. For these values, the full load operating point of each turbine has been selected as 
both the per-unit base, and the on-line operating point.
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Each of the turbines has two distinctive off-line operating points (see Figure 2-2). The 
first operating point has a characteristic typical o f hydro tinbines; increased wicket gate 
opening provides increased flow, positive torque, and increased speed. The second 
operating point is very distinctive from typical hydro turbine operation; increased wicket 
gate opening does produce increased flow, however this flow also results in significant 
head loss at the butterfly valve and diminished water power at the turbine. The loss in 
turbine head is more significant than the increased flow, thus resulting in lower shaft 
torque and reduced speed.
Though unusual this “inverse characteristic" has some significant advantages over the 
other operating point. First, relationship between gate position and turbine speed is quite 
linear and the operating range of the wicket gates and resultant speed is large. This is 
important since fluctuations in surge tank water levels or small errors in butterfly valve 
positioning ipay adversely effect any efforts made to regulate speed. With the expanded 
operating range of the inverse characteristic, any speed governing strategy utilized will be 
better able to tolerate such deviations.
Secondly, the wicket gates never need to operate within the bottom range of wicket gate 
movement, thus eliminating any ill effects that might be caused by the bypass valve. 
Experimental attempts to speed govern turbines 1-3 on the more traditional “forward 
characteristic” was hampered by movements in the bypass valve. This also explains why 
the plant operators used to find the task of manually synchronizing the Kakabeka units 
tedious and time consuming; they were always operating in the normal turbine 
characteristic region rather than the inverse characteristic region. Prior to the findings of 
this thesis, the inverse mode o f operation was never revealed or utilized for speed control, 
and the bypass valves would adversely affect manual control efforts.
From the arguments above it is clear that the inverse turbine characteristic must be 
chosen to provide speed regulation in an off-line mode of operation. It will be necessary 
for an automatic speed governor to first position the butterfly valve at the appropriate 
fixed partial opening, and that use wicket gates within the inverse operating range of the 
turbine to attempt to regulate unit speed for generator startup & synchronization. Once 
the unit is successfully connected to the power system, the speed governor must fully 
open the butterfly valve to extract the maximum possible power from the turbine. At this 
point the wicket gates will again operate in a manner typical of hydro turbines, and may 
be adjusted so as to maintain frequency and power output at a desired level. This 
behavior is captured it the transfer function of (2.24); The steady state gain of the transfer 
function for the on-line parameters given in Table 2-2 is positive, while the off-line 
parameters result in a n^ative steady state gain.
2.9 Summary
The linear model formed by Equation (2.24) and the parameters for Table 2-2 describes 
the dynamics of Kakabeka generating units, and may be used to proceed with governor 
design.
24
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Each turbine exhibits two distinctive modes of operation with differing dynamics; The 
first is termed the “on-line” mode and occurs when the generating unit is connected to the 
power system. The second “off-line” mode occurs when the generator is disconnected 
from the power system.
In the on-line mode, turbine behavior is normal and standard speed governing techniques 
may be applied. In the off-line mode, severe wicket gate leakage requires that both the 
wicket gates and a penstock butterfly valve be used to provide adequate speed governing. 
The turbine characteristics are the opposite of what one might expect : Under steady state 
conditions, increased gate opening causes generator frequency to fall not rise. Special 
consideration will have to be given to governor design due to the characteristics exhibited 
by the turbines in the off-line mode
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In this chapter a digital speed droop governor scheme is considered for control of the 
Kakabeka Generators. A gain scheduling arrangement is employed to account for the 
differing dynamic characteristics resulting from the on-line and off-line operating modes. 
For each mode of operation, the stability boundaries of the governor parameters are 
investigated, and an output feedback algorithm is used to assist in finding the unknown 
controller gains. An outline of the software used to implement the governor on an 
industrial programmable controller is presented, and the experimental performance of the 
turbines is compared to the theoretically developed model of Chapter 2.
3.2 Speed Droop Governing
Speed droop governor systems are common to low and medium head hydro generating 
stations. Nearly all of Ontario Power Generation’s hydroelectric facilities in Northwest 
Ontario utilize a droop governor scheme of one form or another. And since the operating 
and maintenance staff o f these facilities are fiimiliar with its operation, this scheme 
becomes a logical choice for the Kakabeka Plant.
Figure 3-1 shows a block diagram for a speed droop governor. The wicket gates are 
forced open or closed based upon error Jw  between the desired speed wo and measured 
speed w. The external input signal S is normally provided for gate control or frequency 
adjustment under steady state conditions.
The droop compensation consists o f two parallel control branches, each providing 
feedback fix)m the wicket gate position to the wicket gate actuator. The first branch uses a 
proportional gain Rp commonly referred to as the permanent droop setting. The second 
branch consists of a frequency limited derivative element. The parameter Rt is known as 
the transient droop setting, and Xr is referred to as the reset time.
i
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The permanent droop determines the amount of gate opening (or closing) that will result 
with a fixed frequency error of Jw. under steady state conditions. The permanent droop 
is normally specified as the percent of rated frequency required to drive the wicket gates 
to the fully open position. Because permanent droop controls the amount of prime mover 
energy added or removed from an interconnected transmission system, its value is usually 
specified based on system stability considerations and not on machine characteristics. 
Ontario Power Generation requires that a permanent droop setting of 4% be used on all 
hydro turbines in Northwest Ontario [16].
The transient droop and reset time together essentially provide derivative feedback on 
the gate position under transient conditions. It is the transient droop characteristic that is 
set to maintain governor stability, and it does this by providing improved gain and phase 







r , j + l
Figure 3-1 Speed Droop Governor Control
In consideration of speed governing for Kakabeka, two points are worth noting; First the 
error signal Aw will be taken as frequency error between the power system and the 
generator measured directly in Hz. This essentially provides an additional gain on the 
gate actuator signal and improves overall governor performance [4]. This extra gain may 
be accounted for in the model of Chapter 2 by multiplying Equation (2.20) by a frtctor of 
60. In general, [4] makes note of the frtct that an ovôall gain o f 5-10 in the gate actuator 
dynamics is desirable. Secondly, the typical assignment of a (+) polarity on the frequency 
error signal has been replaced with a sign change (±) to signify that a polarity reversal 
will be necessary to account for the inverse turbine characteristics while operating in the 
off-line mode.
27
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The effects of permanent and transient droop may be studied fiirther by investigating the 
open loop frequency response of the governor system shown in Figure 3-1. The penstock, 
turbine, and generator dynamics may been taken as:
based upon Equation (2.24) and the values in Table 2-2.
The gate actuator dynamics including gain compensation for direct frequency feedback
is:
«c(«)
And the permanent and transient droop compensation denoted as D{s), may be shown as 
part of t k  forward loop characteristic by:
K(s)=  '
1+G(j)£)(î)
SO that the closed loop system in Figure 3-1 may be represented as unity feedback around 
the open loop transfer function K(s)G(s)H(s).
For permanent droop compensation alone, 
and for transient droop alone.
m = r* r,s+ (r, +T,60R,)
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 provide Bode plots of the on-line and off-line transfer function 
models derived in Chapter 2. In each Figure the independent effects of permanent and 
transient droop K(s), have been plotted along side the open loop dynamics ±G(s)H(s). In 
both cases the reset time tr has been taken as 5rŵ  so that the transient droop provides 
phase and gain compensation around the gain crossover frequency. The sign applied to 
the open loop system is dependent upon the operating mode.
28
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Figure 3-2 Governor system Bode Plot - Online Mode
From Figure 3-2 one can see that open loop system without compensation is unstable. 
This is due to the in part to the phase shift caused by the gate and generator dynamics, but 
also because o f the water hammer effect in the penstock. Under transient conditions, an 
incremental gate opening causes the turbine water pressure and speed to decrease for a 
short period of time, until the mass flow of water in the penstock can accelerate to a new 
steady-state value. Thus, the effects of water hammer also create phase lag in the open 
loop system, and reduce stability.
The permanent droop limits steady-state open loop gain by canceling the integrator in the 
gate dynamics, and the transient droop provides a positive phase shift at the crossover 
frequency. Since low values of permanent droop are ̂ ic a l ly  required to obtain tight 
frequency regulation of the interconnected power system, transient droop compensation 
must be used to stabilize the closed loop system.
The inverse characteristic exhibited by the turbine in the off-line mode of operation, 
results in a reduced phase shift of the open loop transfer function, and closed loop
29
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stability without compensation. This is depicted in Figure 3-3. The reduced phase shift is 
a result the of inverse turbine behavior coupled with the effects of water hammer. An 
incremental gate opening to slow the generator speed is aided by the transient response of 
the mass flow of water in the penstock.
Although the system is closed loop stable without any governor compensation, the phase 
and ^ n  margins are poor and instability may result if unmodeled dynamics are excited. 
From the Bode plot in Figure 3-3, it appears that permanent droop alone may provide 
adequate compensation, while further improvements in phase and gain margins are 
possible with the addition of transient droop.
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Figure 3-3 Governor System Bode Plot - Off Line Mode
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3.3 Stability Region of Governor Settings
In [9] Hovey showed that the stability of the speed droop governor for the turbine and 
water dynamics of Equation (3.1), and the generator dynamics of Equation (3.2), is 
dependent on the pole locations of the Laplace domain polynomial given by Equation
(3.3).
/  J " '-  g ( 4  (3 1)l + Kr^s
w(j) = — • (m(s) -  m, (j)) (3.2)
^"(K ^r«r*r,) + J - ( / î ,r ,r , -  r* r,)  + j ( r , - r j  + l = 0 (3.3)
Equation (3.3) is the simplified characteristic polynomial of the transfer function relating 
electrical torque disturbance input m, to the generator speed output, taken from the block 
diagram shown in Figure 3-1. The governor will be stable to step changes in if all the 
poles of (3.3) lie in the left half plane.
By way of a simple Routh-Hurwitz test, Hovey showed that a closed stability region 




With ki and Aj being functions of the water starting time r^, mechanical time constant %, 
transient droop Rt and reset time Vr.
By searching out an aesthetically pleasing time response within the region of stability, 
Hovey was able to develop the following tuning procedure[9]:
(3.5)
This is an important result and one that is particularly useful for governor system tuning.
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To assess the stability region for the two operating modes defined in Chapter 2, Hovey’s 
work may be repeated in a more generalized framework. To account for the changes in 
the turbine and water model, the transfer function of Equation (3.1) may be restated with 
coefficient elements ni, /12 and dt.
m{s) = (3.6)
The sign reversal that occurs in the governor control loop between the on-line and off­
line modes, can be accounted for by modifying the polynomial equation of (3.3) as;
+ T /i2 r^ r,)± i(/i,r ,-n ,r„ )± n , =0 (3.7)
Using a Routh-Hurwitz Table [18], one may determine the conditions (if any) under 





±(/ (, r . r r - ”2 r , ) T ( w , ^
±n, 0
For the on-line mode of operation, assuming small deviations in speed so that 0 2 2=0 , the 
turbine and water model may be taken as:
m(s) =
(t+a,,r„s)
Comparing this to Equation (3.6) and substituting the turbine parameters from Table 2-2, 
the coefficients m, 0 2  and dt evaluate to;
n, =flj3 *1.0
« 2  =(aj,a,3-a23a„)*1.0
</, = a„  *0.5
Equation (3.7) will be stable with all poles in the left half plane if the elements on the 
right of the Routh-Hurwitz table have the same sign (+ in this case). The polynomial of 
Equation (3.7) is stable if the following conditions are met:
1. < /A > o
2. R ,^ > n ^
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3 (3.8)
4. «, >0
Of the 4 conditions, 3 is the most restrictive and is equivalent to that derived in [9]. 
Condition I requires only that Rt is positive. Condition 2 is less restrictive than Condition 
3 given the turbine constants, and the values of r/rw that are of interest. The turbine 
model alone satisfies condition 4. The relationship defined by Equation (3.8) is shown 
graphically in Figure 3-4.
For the off-line mode, with the head losses due to the butterfly valve taken into account, 
and assuming small deviations in speed so that 0 2 2=0 , the turbine and water model may 
be taken as;
m{s) = '*'(̂ 23̂ 11 k) ( 3  9 )
(l+ a„(r^s+ *))
Again, comparing this to Equation (3.6) and substituting the turbine parameters from 
Table 2-2, the coefficients /}/, /12 and dt evaluate to:
fl -  ^ 3  '̂ (̂ 23̂ 11 ~^2l^n)^ ^  Q 2
(1+a,,*)
w, = - ^ 2 3 5 .1) * 0.063
(1 +a,,^)
d, = — —— *0.141 
(1+a,,^)
Based on the Routh-Hurwitz table from above, the conditions for stability for the off-line 
mode of operation are:
1. d,R,>Q (3.10)
2 . R ,^ > - n ^
T„ - n ,+ n , id ,+ r jT j  
4. n, <0
Condition 1 requires üatRt be positive. Condition 2 and Condition 3 are less restrictive 
since they require that Rt be approximately greater than And condition 4 is satisfied
by the turbine parameters alone. Thus Equation (3.10) becomes the necessary condition 
for stability.
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It is interesting to note that without the sign change in the governor loop for the off-line 
mode no stability region exists. The Routh-Hurwitz test confirms the need to change the 
control structure based upon the inverse characteristic of the turbine in the off-line 
operating mode.
Figure 3-4 shows graphically the stability regions for each of the operating modes. Note 
that Hovey’s governor tuning rule falls within a common stability region, allowing the 
same values of transient droop and reset time to be used for both operating modes. Also, 
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Figure 3-4 Governor Stability Regions
In the development above and in that of [9] a number of assumptions have been made to 
derive the polynomials of Equations (3.3) and (3.6). First the permanent droop setting has 
been assumed negligible under transient conditions. The changes in per unit speed are 
assumed to be small so that the effects of the turbine constant 022  may be neglected. The
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rotational losses or “load self regulation factor” is assumed to be negligible, and the gate 
actuator time constant is neglected.
A number of authors have expanded upon Hovey’s work by narrowing the number of 
assumptions and redefining the stability region shown above. Modified tuning rules are 
summarized in [4] while good treatment of the modified stability regions is given in [10]. 
In [10] consideration is given to both permanent droop and rotational losses. In both 
cases the stability boundaries first defined by Hovey are expanded providing an extra 
degree of robustness when considering the tuning rules of Equation (3.5).
3.4 Digital Speed Droop Governor
Figure 3-5 is a block diagram of the digital governor control system implemented at 
Kakabeka GS. The governor logic consists of 3 components: A speed droop governor 
block, a frequency tracking control block and a wicket gate setpoint control block.
The droop governor block shown at the bottom of the figure is the discrete time 
equivalent of that present in Figure 3-1. It consists of permanent and transient droop 
feedback elements. The discrete transient droop component has been derived from its 
continuous time counterpart by suitable Z-domain transformation with a zero order hold 
element [15].
r.s+1
z  (3 H )
The frequency-tracking block is a discrete proportional + integral (PI control) element 
enabled whenever the generator is operating in an off-line mode. With w,p set to the 
power system frequency, this control element nulls any frequency error between the 
power system and the generator under steady state conditions. The discrete integrator 
mimics that of a continuous time integrator by way of a trapezoidal summing rule. The 
present integral of error io is the sum of the past integral of error ii, and the area sum of 
the control error e& ei over the last sampling period T assuming linear interpolation 
between adjacent error samples.
T
k  =A +y(«o +«i)
This may be written as the Z-domain transfer function:
/(g) z+1
E{z) 1 z - \
(3.12)
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The speed matching between the generator and the system is required to provide 
generator synchronization to the power system. Although this scheme does not guarantee 
that the electrical phase angle between the power system and the generator will be zero, 
small hydraulic disturbances in the system normally produce enough phase crossings to 
facilitate synchronizing. Otherwise, the external governor input 5 may be used disturb the 
generator speed a small amount to reduce or advance any phase disparity after speed 
matching is achieved.
The gate setpoint control block functions during the online mode of operation, and 
provides a means of regulating generated power through wicket gate positioning. Like the 
frequency-tracking block, this block also has a discrete PI structure and uses the same 
transfer fonction.
Under normal power system conditions, the block is enabled and provides wicket setpoint 
control functionality to a plant operator. However, during power system disturbances 
when there is error between the desired frequency w,p = 60 Hz and the actual system 
frequency w, the block is disabled so that the speed droop governor may react to the 
frequency error. Disabling this PI loop insures that the gate control will not fight the 
actions of the speed governing, and that the generator will react in a manner that helps to 
sustain power system stability.
Ramp limiters are used on both the Frequency setpoint signal and the gate setpoint signal. 
For the frequency setpoint, the limiter prevents gate actuator saturation during generator 
startup, while the gate setpoint limiter reduces the effective rate at which the gates move 
when a setpoint change takes place. This allows the changes in water consumption by the 
turbine to occur slowly and in a linear fashion so that a plant operator can respond to 
surge tank water requirements.
The governor control is coordinated with the operation of the butterfly valve and the 
generator breaker, with programmable logic controller. On generator startup the butterfly 
valve is opened to the throttled position gb ~ 20%, prior to the governor block being 
enabled in the off-line operating mode. When the generator achieves synchronization 
with the power system and the breaker closes, the governor algorithm automatically 
switches to the online operating mode, and the butterfly valve is forced to the fully open 
position.
A shutdown sequence is similar: When the plant operator unloads a generator and 
requests that it is taken off-line, the butterfly valve is first closed to the throttled position. 
The unit breaker is then tripped and the governor algorithm is switched from the on-line 
to the off-line mode.
A gain scheduling arrangement is used when the mode of the governor is changed. While 
off-line the generator dynamics are stabilized by a set of gains applied to the droop 
governor and the frequency-tracking PI blocks. In the on-line mode, an independent set 
of gains is applied to the droop and gate setpoint blocks to account for the differing 
dynamic characteristics.
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The governor control algorithm is coded in a basic like language made available by the 
programming software for the PLC. The algorithm makes use of measured field data 
collected by way o f  transducers and an A/D converter. The complete set of algorithm 
instructions run every scan cycle of the PLC, and upon completion return the gate 
actuator control signal via a D/A converter. The measurement and conversion of these 
signals is depicted in Figure 3-5 by the indicated sampling points. Setpoint information 
enters into the algorithm by way of digital communications fi-om a plant supervisory 
control and data acquisition system (SCADA).

















Governor en ab le  Auto (1) /  Man (0)
O perating  Mode On-Line (1) /  O ff-L ine 
Gate S e tp o in t  0 .9 -1 6 9 .0  %
Gate P o s i t io n  9 .8  199.9 X
Gate S e tp o in t  Ramp L im it in g  Enable (1) /  D isab le  (9) 
Gate Ramp L im i t in g  Rate  X /  sec .
G enerator  Frequency Hz
/ D isab le  (9)
Minimum C on tro l  S ig n a l  -1.9<= Umin <= 9 .9  
Manual mode C o n t ro l  S ignal  - 1 .9  <= Uman < = 1 .9  
O ff-Line O p e ra t in g  Param eters  
On-Line O p era t in g  P aram eters
And the algorithm outputs are:
U: REAL
G set; BOOL 
F se t :  BOOL
(•  C ontrol S igna l
( •  Gate Ramp L im i t in g  S ta tu s  0 n ( 9 ) /0 f f ( l >




Two data structures Fm and Gm are used to store the off-line and on-line gains for the 



















Reset Time C o n s tan t  *)
Governor Droop S e t t i n g  •)
Governor T r a n s ie n t  Droop S e t t i n g  •)  
P ro p o r t io n a l  Loop S e t t i n g  *) 
I n t e g r a l  Loop S e t t i n g  *)
Maximum Gate P o s i t i o n  *)
Minimum Gate P o s i t i o n  *)
The values of T, R d  and Rt are used for the droop governor control block, while P  and I  
are used for the gate or frequency tracking control blocks. Gmax and Gmin allow wicket 
gate limits to be assigned to each of the operating modes. The elements of the structure 
are accessed using the language syntax ‘. ' dot operator.
The Auto and Mode inputs determine how the governor algorithm is to operate. With 
Auto^O governor operation is disabled and the control signal is set to the value o f Uman 
unconditionally. With Auto=l, the governor algorithm is active and operates in either the 
on-line or off-line operating modes depending upon the value of the Mode input. Mode
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follows the position of the generator breaker Mode = / when the breaker is closed and 
Mode=0 when the breaker is open.
For the off-line mode of operation Equations (3.11) and (3.12) are implemented within 
the PLC using the following control logic:
(•  Compute c o n t r o l l e r  s t a t e s  •)
dg0:=dgl*EXP_REAL(-Ts/Fm.T)f(ge-gl);
i f 0 := ( T s /2 .0 ) * ( f e 0 - r f e l ) :
The transient droop signal dgO, is computed based upon the past value dgJ, the sampling 
rate Ts, reset time Fm. T  and the present and past gate positions gO and g l derived from 
the input G. The integral o f the frequency error in the last sampling period ifO is a 
function of the sampling rate Ts, and the present and past frequency errorfeO andfeJ 
derived from the inputs F ^  and F.
Before the control action is computed a number limit checks are performed. First are 
checks to see if the gate position is greater than the maximum allowable gate opening 
Fm.Gmax. If it is, then the integral action is blocked unless it is building in a negative 
direction. Likewise, if gate actuator control signal ufis positive calling for more gate 
opening then it too is set to zero. Also if the gates have gone beyond the maximum 
permissible opening than u fis  augmented with a negatively directed value to attempt to 
bring the gates within operating range The computation of q/’includes an external speed 
signal Spd, that is equivalent to 6  in the block diagram, the PI proportional gain and 
integral gains Fm.P and Fm.I, and the permanent and transient droop Fm.Rd and Fm.Rt. 
A similar check is also performed on the lower gate limit Fm.Gmin. Limiting the gate 
travel between maximum and minimum values is important particularly in the off-line 
mode of operation where instability may result if the gates are allowed to close too far.
(* check maximum g a te  l i m i t  a g a in s t  th e  g a te  p o s i t i o n  *)
IF (ge > Fm.Gmax) THEN
(•  Block I n t e g r a t o r  •)
IF ( I fB 'F m .I )  > 0 . 0  THEM 
1 f0 := 0 .0 :
EMO_IF:
(* Compute c o n t r o l  a c t io n  and check d i r e c t i o n  *)
uf:=Spd + fe0  f  feO'Fm.P ■> ( i f l + i f 6 ) 'F m . I  - g0*Fm.Rd - dg0*Fm.Rt:
IF uf  > 0 .0  THEN 
u f := 0 .0 ;
EMO_IF:
(•  Force g a t e  In n e g a t iv e  d i r e c t i o n  *)
IF NOT(Fm.Gmax >= 180.0) THEN
uf:=uf-*-Umin*(g0-Fm.Gmax)/(188 .0-Fm.Gmax) ;
EMO_IF;
( •  check th e  minimum g a te  l i m i t  a g a i n s t  th e  g a te  p o s i t i o n  *)
ELSIF (g0 < Fm.Gmin) THEN
{• Block I n t e g r a t o r  •)
IF ( i fB 'F m .I )  < 8 .0  THEN 
i f 0 : = 8 .0 :
ENO_IF:
(* Compute c o n t r o l  a c t io n  and check d i r e c t i o n  *)
uf:=Spd + fe8  f  fe8«Fm.P + ( i f l + t f 0 ) » F m .I  - g0*Fm.Rd - dg0«Fm.Rt:
IF u f  < 0 .8  THEN
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u f := e .9 ;
EMD_IF:
( •  Force g a te  In p o s i t i v e  d i r e c t i o n  •)
IF N0T(Fm.GM1n <= 0 .0 )  THEM
uf:=uf+Umax*(Fm.Gm1n-g0)/(Fm.Gmin):
EMD_IF:
(•  g a t e s  a r e  w1th1n o p e r a t in g  range •)
ELSE
(* g a t e s  a r e  w i th in  the  s p e c i f ie d  l i m i t s  so compute *)
(* th e  a p p r o p r i a t e  co n t ro l  a c t io n  *)
uf:=Spd + fe0  + fe0*Fm.P + (1 fl+ 1 f0 )»Fm .I  -  g0'Fm.Rd - dg0'Fm.Rt;
EMO_IF:
Limit checking is also performed on the control action, and like the gate limits, the 
integral action on the frequency error is blocked if the control signal is saturated 
up>Umax or uf<Umm, and the integral action is building in the same direction.
(•  Check th e  c o n t r o l  a c t io n  ag a in s t  Umax/Umln •)
IF u f  > Umax THEN 
uf:=Umax:
IF (1 f0 'F m .I )  > 0 .0  THEN 
1 f 0 := 0 .0 ;
ENO_IF:
ELSIF uf  < Umin THEN 
uf:=Umin:
IF (1f0»Fm.I) < 0 .0  THEN 
I f 0 := 0 .0 :
END_IF:
END_IF:
The algorithm states are initialized whenever the on-line mode of operation is enabled, 
under the assumption of steady state conditions. Likewise the integral state is precharged 
with a value that results in a bumpless transfer as long as the gain Fm.I is not zero.
g l := g 0 :
d g l := 0 .0 ;
f e l : = 0 . 0 :
IF (Fm.I = 0 .0 )  THEN 
1 f l : = 0 .0 :
ELSE
1fl:=(g0*Fm.Rd - fe0 - Spd - fe0 'F m .P ) /F m .I :
END_IF:
At the end of the algorithm execution, the states are updated in the following manner:
(* Update th e  s t a t e s  f o r  th e  next I t e r a t i o n  *) 
f l : = f 0 :  g l := g 0 ;
f e l : = f e 0 ;  g e l := g e 0 ;
1 f l : = i f l + i f 0 :
d g l ;= d g 0 ;
U=uf;
Logic for the online mode of operation is much the same except feO endfol are replaced 
withgeO and gel for the gate position error, and the feedback gains become Gm.P and
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Gm.I for the gate PI control, Gm.Rd and Gm.Rt for the permanent and transient droop 
settings, and Gm.T\s the reset time.
Variable Initialization;
g l:= g 0 :
d g l := 0 .0 ;
g e l := 0 .0 :
IF (Gm.I = 0 .0 )  THEN 
1 g l := 0 .0 ;
ELSE
1gl;=(g0*Gm.Rd - fe0 - Spd - ge0*Gm.P)/Gm.I;
END_IF:
Compute updates for the transient droop state and integral of the gate error:
( •  Compute c o n t r o l l e r  s t a t e s  •) 
dg0:=dgl*EXP_REAL(-Ts/Gm.T)+(g0-gl): 
ig 0 := ( T s /2 .0 ) * ( g e 0 + g e l ) ;
Check maximum and minimum gate limits:
(* check maximum g a te  l i m i t  a g a in s t  the  g a te  p o s i t i o n  *)
IF (g0 > Gm.Gmax) THEN
(•  Block I n t e g r a t o r  •)
IF (IgB 'Gm.I) > 0 .0  THEN 
1g0;=0.0;
END_IF:
(* Compute c o n t r o l  a c t i o n  and check d i r e c t i o n  *)
ug:=Spd + fe0  ♦ ge0*Gm.P + (1g l+1g0) 'G m .I  - g0*Gm.Rd - dg0*Gm.Rt;
IF ug > 0 .0  THEN 
ug := 0 .0 ;
END_IF:
(•  Force g a t e  In n e g a t iv e  d i r e c t i o n  •)
IF NOT(Gm.Gmax >= 100.0) THEN
ug:=ug + Um1n*(g0-Gm.Gmax)/(100.0-Gm.Gmax);
END_IF;
(* check th e  minimum ga te  l i m i t  a g a in s t  th e  g a t e  p o s i t i o n  *)
ELSIF (g0 < Gm.Gmln) THEN
(•  Block I n t e g r a t o r  •)
IF (IgB 'Gm.I) < 0 .0  THEN 
1g0:=0.0;
END_IF:
(* Compute c o n t r o l  a c t i o n  and check d i r e c t i o n  *)
ug:=Spd + fe0  + geB'Gm.P + (1g l+1g0) 'G m .I - gB'Gm.Rd - dgB'Gm.Rt:
IF ug < 0 . 0  THEN 
u g := 0 .0 :
END_IF:
(•  Force g a t e  In p o s i t i v e  d i r e c t i o n  • )
IF NOT(Gm.GHin <= 0 .0 )  THEN
ug:=ug + Umax*(Gm.Gmin-g0)/(Gm.Gm1n);
END_IF:
( •  g a t e s  a r e  w i th in  o p e r a t in g  range • )
ELSE
(* g a t e s  a r e  w i th in  th e  s p e c i f i e d  l i m i t s  so compute *)
(* t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  c o n t r o l  a c t io n  *)
ug:=Spd + fe0  + ge0*Gm.P + ( ig l - r ig 0 ) 'G m .I  -  g0*Gm.Rd -  dg0 'Gm.Rt;
ENO.IF:
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Check for control signal saturation:
(* Check the  c o n t r o l  a c t i o n  a g a in s t  Umax/Umln *)
IF ug > Umax THEN 
ug:=Umax;
IF ( Ige 'G m .I)  > 0 .0  THEN 
1g0 :=0 .0 ;
ENO_IF:
ELSIF ug < Umin THEN 
ug:=Um1n:
IF (IgB 'Gm.I) < 0 .0  THEN 
1g0 :=0 .0 ;
END.IF:
END_IF:
Update the algorithm states for the next scan cycle:
( '  Update the  s t a t e s  f o r  th e  nex t I t e r a t i o n  ' )  
f l : = f 0 ;  g l := g 0 :




The disabling of the gate setpoint control loop is done external to the governor control 
algorithm, and is accomplished by disabling the gate setpoint ramp limiter and replacing 
the gate setpoint with the present gate position. In doing this, the loop is taken offline in 
a bumpless manner since the integral state holds its present value, and the operator’s last 
setpoint is replaced with the present gate position when the loop is reestablished.
The algorithm code was found to run at a sampling rate of 0.02S seconds on average, 
under worst case conditions. However, to ensure that future code additions do not unduly 
affect the algorithm operation, and to make the program code more portable to other 
CPU’s, a fixed frequency counter provided by the CPU was used to continuously track 
the sampling rate and update the variable Ts every 10 scan cycles.
For this specific application with the sampling rate given, the effects of aliasing occur at a 
frequency that is much higher than the generator and turbine dynamics. And because the 
discrete time Equations (3.11) and (3.12) have been chosen to behave as continuous time 
dynamics given in Figure 3-1, one may apply either discrete or continuous time design 
principles when selecting feedback gains.
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3.5 Selection of Governor Settings
The governor system of Figure 3-S requires 7 operating parameters. The droop control 
block uses the permanent droop Rp, the transient droop Rt and the reset time n-. while the 
frequency tracking and gate control PI blocks use the gains Kp  ̂Kif and Kpg, Kig 
respectively.
The task of selecting each of these values can be broken down into three control 
problems:
1. Select values for Rp, R,, ry and Kpf, Kif to provide stable speed regulation and 
steady state tracking of the power system frequency while off-line.
2. Select values for Rp, R,, Tr for the online mode of operation to provide stable 
speed regulation of the generator, and the appropriate amount of prime mover 
energy dispatch when frequency errors exist.
3. Based upon the selected values o f Rp, R,, Zr in 2 above, and the dynamics of 
the gate actuator alone, select values for Kpg, and Kg to provide wicket gate 
positioning with zero steady state error.
With the stability analysis o f Section 3.2, some of the complexity in parameter selection 
may be reduced since the off-line and on-line modes of operation share a common 
stability region. The parameter values for Rt, and Zr in steps 1 and 2 above may be chosen 
the same provided that the values 611 within this region, and that Kpf is used to reverse 
the sign on dw while operating in the off-line mode. Likewise, because the permanent 
droop parameter is dictated by the power system utility [16] and will have no ill effects 
on stability between on-line and off-line operating modes, it too may be chosen the same 
for steps 1 and 2.
It is necessary to select Rp=4.0% based upon the Ontario Hydro’s specifications as 
outlined in [16], then choose^,, and Zr based upon the tuning methods of [9,4]. Setting 
the parameter K^= -2.0 effectively reverses the sign on dw, and stabilizes the off-line 
operating mode, dll that is required is to complete steps 1 and 2 above, is to find a 
suitably small value for Æ^that achieves steady state frequency tracking within a 
reasonable time.
Step 3 is relatively straightforward: Given the values oîRp, Rt, and Zr, in 2, and the gate 
actuator dynamics, choose values for Kpg, and Kg that provide stable gate position 
control. Although this loop operates while the generator is on-line, the dynamics of the 
generator and interconnected power system need not be considered since the frequency 
error is assumed to be zero at all times. When this is not the case the loop is intentionally 
disabled.
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An algorithm that is particularly useful for tuning all of the unknown parameters of the 
governor is presented in Reference [19]. It uses a gradient search to minimize the 
quadratic cost function:
n=0
for a sampled data system defined by the linear matrix equations:
= d  M,
yn = C  M.
(3.13)
(3.14)
and the static output feedback law:
(3.15)
Q and R  are weighting matrices that may be arbitrarily assigned on the system inputs and 
outputs to achieve a “pleasing” closed loop system response. Q must be positive semi- 
definite and R must be positive definite.
The cost function of Equation (3.13) is minimized if values for the matrices P. k  and L 
can be found that satisfies the following set of linear matrix equations:
{A + Bk'C fP{A  + Bk'C) + C ^Q C ^C k '^  {D^QD + R)k'C - P  = 0 (3.16)
{A + B k 'O L {A ^B k 'C f  + / - L  =0 (3.17)
B^P^ALC^ ^BFPAÜC  H B ^PB+D^QD+R)k'(ÇLC^ +CÜC^) = Q (3.18) 
k  = k \I+ D k 'Y ' (3.19)
A numerical procedure for doing this follows:
1. Choose a starting k that stabilizes the process {A, B, C, D) and compute 
k'=(r-kD)-‘kûom (3.\9).
2. Solve the discrete Lyapunov equation (3.16) for the nutrix P.
3. Solve the discrete Lyapunov equation (3.17) for the matrix L
4. From Equation (3.18) compute:
àk'=-(B^PB+D^QD+R)-'iB^P^ALC^ ^B ^P A IIC )(C L C ^ ^CÜC^)-^ - k '
5. Compute a new based upon ' for 0 Note that the value of
a  must be chosen so that (A+Bk'C) remains stable and the trace of the matrix P  is 
reduced at every iteration.
6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 until Ak ' diminishes to an insignificantly small value.
7. Compute the feedback gain k=k'(I+Dk’y^  from (3.19).
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To guarantee a unique solution to the Lyapunov equations, no two eigenvalues of 
(A+Bk’C) may have the relationship A, = J/Àj. This condition will always be met if is 
chosen at each iteration to make (A+Bk'C )  asymptotically stable, or stable with at most 
one eigenvalue lying on the unit circle. Under these conditions both P and L will be 
positive definite.
Static output feedback algorithms of this type are particularly useful for solving a number 
of general control problems involving incomplete state variable information. [20] 
provides a survey o f published work on the output feedback problem, including the 
algorithm of [19]. The algorithm of [19] and others presented in [20], if convergent, only 
guarantee a local minimum for 7  that is dependent on the initial choice of gain vector k.
To proceed with the task at hand, the system transfer function of Equation (2.24) may be 
represented iff state space form as:
x  = Ax-^-B'U,









60- 1 (®23®11 Q
Cur,
And the state vector:
j f= b ,(0  # )  w (o r
Matrices ̂ 4 and B form a coupled system of first order differential equations, with j t  * 
representing the first derivative of the state vector x  with respect to time. The factor of 60 
introduced into the B  matrix is to account for the direct frequency input discussed in 
Section 3.2. The superscript T ’ on matrices and vectors represents the transpose 
operator.
The continuous time representation of Equation (3.20) may be converted to a discrete 
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F  = e
T
AT
With suitable choices of matrices A// and A/j, the state space system of Equation (3.21) 
may be augmented to include the dynamics o f the transient droop compensation and one 




(A /.F-A /,) e"' 0
^ ( A / ,F + A / , )  0 I
G, - G M,G -^ A f;G
With:
* i« = k  <  >nY
The state d„ represents the output from the transient droop compensation before it is 
scaled by Rt, and the state i„ is one of the integrator states before application of the gain
kif OT kig.
The augmented system can be used in the cost minimization algorithm using the 
following state space representation:
~(^i +G, M, (3.22)
The vector ki contains the values of known governor system control variables, while kz 
contains the control gains to be obtained by cost minimization. The matrices C/ and Cj 
are made up of constants that form the structure of the output feedback law.
For Problem I above, with Rp=4% and Kpf =-2 the following matrix selections allow the 
computation of Rt and kf.
Af, =[0.9 0 O]
A /,= [0  0 l]
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* ,c ,= p e , i |
-0 .9  0 0 0 0
0 0 - 1 0 0  
0 0 - 1 0 0
A2C2 — [/?, Ay]
0 0 0 -1  0
0 0 0 0 1
Or alternately, the tuning rules provided by [9] may be used to obtain Rt directly so that 
only the variable Aÿ-needs to be computed.
*,c ,= ( r,  «, V  i]-
0.9 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 - I 0 0
A2C2=Ay[o 0 0 0 1 ]
To solve Problem 2 above, the augmentation of an integrator state is not necessary and 




(A /.F-A /,) 
G, =[G A/.Gf
A/, =[0 . 9  0 0 ]
In fact cost minimization may be eliminated completely if the tuning rules of [9] are 
applied with Rp=4%, otherwise the parameter Ft may be obtained by choosing A/C/ and 
A2C2 as follows:
-0 .9  0 0 0
0 0 - 1 0l |
* A = [ « , l  b  0  0  - i )
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To solve Problem 3, the values for A//, A/2, A/C/ and A2C2 are:
A/, =[0 . 9  0 0 ]
A/, = [-0 .9  0 0 ]
=  [R p  F , ] -
-0 .9  0 0 0 0
0 0 0 - 1 0
* j{ - r  : : : :
The effects of frequency error are neglected by choice of C/, while A/ 2  augments the 
matrix F/ with the gate integrator dynamics.
The governor parameters used for each of the generators are summarized in Table 3-1. In 
all cases Zr was chosen as 4tw as per the recommendations of [9]. For the ofF-Line mode 
of operation F, was selected based upon the tuning rules of [9], since the cost 
minimization resulted in slightly longer settling times. For the on-line mode, R, was 
selected based upon the results of the cost minimization because it offered the same 
settling time with less oscillation. ATp/has been selected as -2  in the off-line operating 
mode for all generators to provide a sign reversal necessary to achieve stability.


















G1-G3 Off-Line' 0.008 1 4.0 15.0 5.0 -2.0 -0.030 - -
G1-G3 Off-Line^ 140. 1.01 0.001 4.0 11.4 5.0 -2.0 -0.025 - -
GI-G3 On-Line 0.005 1 4.0 19.7 5.0 - • - -
G1-G3 Gate 
Control
[2,0.001] 350 4.0 19.7 5.0 - - 0.088 0.0021
G4 Off-Line' 0.008 I 4.0 10.0 4.0 -2.0 -0.026 - -
G4 Off-Line^ [4.0. 1.01 0.001 4.0 7.5 4.0 -2.0 -0.022 - -
04 On-line 0.005 1 4.0 11.5 4.0 • - - -
G4 Gate Control [2.0.0011 350 4.0 11.5 4.0 - - 0.073 0.0020
Transient droop computed based upon Reference [9] -  settings applied to generator. 
Transient droop computed based upon Cost minimization -  settings not applied to generator.
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3.6 Experimental Results
Figure 3-6 shows a frequency disturbance response for Generator I operating in the OfF- 
Line mode. The disturbance was created by injecting a signal of 1.0 at the 5 input shown 
in Figure 3-S. The traces shown in red are the actual responses measured at the PLC 
inputs, the trace shown in green is the predicted generator response based on the model 
presented in Chapter 2 and the applied governor settings. The remaining blue trace is the 
predicted response o f the generator had the transient droop been tuned with the cost 
minimization algorithm. As can be seen from the figure, the settling time is achieved in 
approximately 100 seconds, and the PI frequency-tracking block provides good steady 
state tracking.
























Figure 3-6 Generator 1 Off-Line Disturbance Response
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Figure 3-7 shows the simulated disturbance response of Generator I operating in the on­
line mode. The simulation was done with a signal of 1.0 was injected at the 5 input shown 
in Figure 3-S, and the model developed in Chapter 2 without additional power system 
dynamics. The red trace is for governor settings based upon the tuning rules o f Reference 
[9], while the green trace is for Rt computed with the cost minimization algorithm o f the 
previous section. The second set of settings were applied to the generators given that the 
setting times are approximately the same, but with less oscillation resulting from the cost 
minimization method.
No actual responses for the generator are available, since power system disturbances 
occur infrequently and cannot be created artificially.
Frequency 
(Hz) 0-8
On-Line mode; Theoretical Governor Frequency Response
30 35 40 45 50












Figure 3-7 G enentor 1 Simulated On-Line Disturbance Response
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Figure 3-8 shows the actual and predicted wicket gate response for Generator 1, with the 
ramp limiter of Figure 3-S disabled. Steady state tracking of the desired wicket gate 
setpoint is achieved with the PI controller. The overshoot did not create any practical 
problems, and was masked for the most part by the ramp limiter that acted on the 
setpoint.




Measured Response Predicted Response 
based on Mnimization
Figure 3-8 Generator I Wicket Gate Setpoint Response
Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show a complete startup and shutdown sequence for generator 1. At 
startup the butterfly valve is opened to the throttled position ~ 20%, in preparation for the 
governor control to be initiated in the off-line mode of operation. With the partial 
butterfly valve opening and the wicket gate leakage alone, the generator shaft receives 
enough torque to begin accelerating toward synchronous speed. Shortly after the butterfly 
has come to rest, the governor is enabled and the wicket gates immediately travel into the 
stable operating range of the inverse turbine characteristic gt>20%. The governor’s 
frequency setpoint is set to that o f the power system with ramp limiting o f 0.25 Hz/ sec.
In approximately 300 seconds the governor has locked on the power system frequency, 
and the phase angle slip-rate is slow enough allow synchronizing. When the unit breaker 
closes the butterfly valve is forced to the fully open position, and the governor algorithm
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immediately switches to the on-line mode of operation. Likewise, the gate control PI loop 
is enabled with an initial setpoint 10%, until commanded to do otherwise by the plant 
operator.
The shutdown sequence is similar. The butterfly valve is closed to the throttled position 
~20%, in preparation for a breaker open signal. Upon a breaker trip, the governor 
algorithm switches to the off-line mode of operation, and the wicket gates immediately 
travel into the stable operating range of the inverse turbine characteristic. The generator 
frequency deviates a small amount as the gates adjust to compensate for the disturbance 
that is created when the breaker is opened. The generator remains at rated speed tracking 
the power system frequency until commanded to stop by a plant opwator. When the stop 
signal occurs, both the wicket gates and the butterfly valve are forced to the closed 
position and the governor control is disabled.
Similar results to those presented above were obtained for the other units. Due to the 
increased mechanical time-constant and wicket gate time-constant of Generator 4, the 
settling times for the various operating modes were found to be slightly greater than that 
of Generators 1, 2 and 3.
I
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Figure 3-9 Generator 1 Startup Sequence
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Figure 3-10 Generator 1 Shutdown Sequence
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Chapter 4
Future Work
The modeling and governor design presented in this thesis meets all o f the design 
objectives set out in Chapter I and has been successfully implemented at the plant. At the 
time of this writing, the algorithm has been in successful operation for a period of eight 
months. The governor has served the plant far better than the previous means of control 
by providing quick generator startup, synchronization, and reliable operation.
The cost minimization algorithm presented in chapter 3 converged well for the problem 
at hand and provided inherently stable and robust solutions. However, the need to supply 
an initial stabilizing gain vector, and lack o f correlation between the Q and R matrices 
and any practical design objectives begs one to seek out better methods of tuning.
Future efforts might be best directed towards expanding on the work of Hovey [9] to 
develop a generalized stability region and tuning parameters based not only on the 
generator time constansts, but also on a full set of turbine constants au-ois- The 
frequency tracking PI block given proved to be very useful for synchronization, and so its 
control gains might also be considered in any development of a generalized set of tuning 
rules.
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